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Abstract
This chapter deals with fundamental issues of corporate insolvency law. Particular attention is paid to the agency
problems related to “bankruptcy governance” and how these are addressed in various jurisdictions.
Methodologically, the chapter is based on a functional approach that compares different legal regimes against the
yardstick of economic efficiency. The structure of the chapter follows the issues as they arise in time in a corporate
insolvency proceeding: objectives of insolvency laws, opening and governance of proceedings, ranking of claims and
the position of secured creditors and shareholders, and rescue proceedings. The chapter also covers the contractual
resolution of financial distress. It concludes with thoughts on the reasons for the identified jurisdictional divergences
and an outlook on the worldwide efforts towards harmonization of (corporate) insolvency laws. In terms of
jurisdictions, the chapter mainly draws on the corporate insolvency laws in the US, England, France and Germany.
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I. Introduction
Corporate law and governance on the one hand and insolvency/bankruptcy1 law on the other have
long been viewed as distinct disciplines: whereas the former deal with legal issues associated
with the organization and operation of a solvent corporation, the latter is meant to address a new
set of legal problems arising once a corporation finds itself in severe financial distress. Agency
conflicts between shareholders and management and between majority and minority shareholders
figure prominently in corporate law and governance.2 Agency conflicts between the corporation
and its creditors and within the creditor community are at the centre of insolvency law.3
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The divide between these two spheres of law and academic discipline becomes less clear,
however, once one conceives of insolvency law as “corporate governance under financial
distress”. Indeed, “insolvency governance” can be characterized as a special form (or case) of
“corporate governance”.4 The conceptual/analytical apparatus to understand the regulatory
problems and develop potential policy responses is the same; it is only the framework conditions
which change, and possibly only to a small degree: laws on the (financial) restructuring of
businesses pre-insolvency are gaining increasing importance, in the European Union and
elsewhere.5
Hence, it appears sensible to include a chapter on corporate insolvency law in a handbook
on corporate governance. Such a chapter should of course be comparative in nature, i.e. it should
consider the regulatory approaches of different jurisdictions with respect to corporate insolvency
law issues and compare their respective merits. Adopting a comparative perspective enlarges the
“solution set” for legal problems and also helps evaluate domestic regulatory approaches against
an international benchmark (“best practice”). This chapter focuses on the corporate insolvency
laws of the US, England, France and Germany. It does so because these jurisdictions are
representative of diverse legal traditions and because they can rightfully be characterized as
leading the international search for optimal insolvency and/or restructuring regimes with respect
to corporate entities that find themselves in or near financial distress. Harmonization efforts
worldwide are, or have been, heavily influenced by Chapter 11 of the US Bankruptcy Code, the
English Scheme of Arrangement, the French sauveguarde proceedings, or German proposals to
regulate insolvencies of members of a group of companies – to name just a few examples.6
Interest in comparative corporate insolvency law has grown considerably in the last years,
driven by various factors. It is increasingly recognized that (corporate) insolvency laws have a
significant impact on entrepreneurship and economic growth.7 Hence, jurisdictions attempt to
identify best practices that allow them to boost their domestic economies. At the same time, the
number of transnational insolvencies is clearly on the rise. Given the growth in international
commerce, today even the insolvency of small or medium-sized (closed) corporations usually
will exhibit some transnational aspect such as foreign creditors, subsidiaries/branches/offices in
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other jurisdictions or assets that are located abroad. However, scholarly work in the field of
comparative corporate insolvency law up to now has been rather scarce.8
This chapter will start out with an introduction to the comparative approach as applied to
corporate insolvency law (II). It will then provide a taxonomy of insolvency laws and identify
objectives that these pursue (III). Substantive issues covered will be the opening (IV) and
governance (V) of insolvency proceedings, the ranking of claims and, in particular, the position
of secured creditors (VI), contracting for assets of the debtor (VII), rescue proceedings (VIII) and
the contractual resolution of financial distress (IX). The chapter will conclude with some thoughts
on the reasons for the identified jurisdictional divergences (X) and an outlook on the worldwide
efforts towards harmonization of insolvency laws (XI). It goes without saying that the level of
detailed analysis that can be reached in a book chapter on these many important issues is limited.
The emphasis will be on those issues that are more closely related to questions of corporate
governance.
II. The comparative approach
The comparative approach is characterized by a functional perspective. It starts with a particular
regulatory problem, and it seeks to understand, describe and evaluate how that problem is
“solved” in a particular jurisdiction. This implies that the comparative approach needs to abstract
from jurisdiction-specific categorizations and doctrinal classifications. To illustrate: one
important issue in comparative insolvency law is the “initiation problem”:9 What triggers
insolvency proceedings? How do they get started? Jurisdictions worldwide approach this issue
very differently. Some use liability rules – in corporate and/or insolvency law – that penalize
managers for filing too late. Some reward managers for initiating insolvency proceedings in time
by, for example, rights and/or privileges such as the “debtor in possession” (no insolvency
administrator is appointed and management stays in charge of running the bankrupt firm) or an
“exclusivity period” during which only the debtor may propose a restructuring plan (see in detail
Section IV infra). Comparative analysis must be open to very different regulatory approaches and
techniques in order not to lose sight of the wealth of rules and mechanisms that attempt to address
a particular regulatory problem.
Another recurrent and important issue in comparative law is the problem of the
appropriate measuring rod. Once different regulatory approaches and techniques have been
identified, their operation in legal practice and their effects in reality must be studied in closer
detail. The former task involves, in particular, an in-depth analysis of the relevant case law and
contract practice; the latter social-scientific studies of causal consequences of legal rules. It is
against this background that the important normative question must be put: Which regulatory
approach/technique is or works best, given the regulatory background? This question can only be
answered, if it can be answered at all10, on the basis of a clearly specified measuring rod. For a
long time, “conventional” comparative private law scholarship has not been very convincing in
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this respect. To characterize a specific jurisdiction’s rule or regime as “better” or “more
appropriate”11 rather begs the question: Why? The analytical landscape has changed considerably
with the advent of the economic analysis of law in the 1970s. “Positive Law and Economics”
offers tools to predict the effects of laws in reality, and “Normative Law and Economics” uses
welfare economics to evaluate these effects, judging the underlying laws to be more or less
efficient.12 To be sure, both branches of the economic analysis of law are subject to severe
criticisms.13 The analytical apparatus of economics has been refined to respond to these
criticisms, leading inter alia to new sub-disciplines such as “Behavioural Law and Economics.”14
For this reason and because (i) the economic analysis of legal rules often generates relatively
precise answers (compared to more fuzzy measuring rods) and (ii) efficiency has a relatively high
appeal as a normative criterion especially in the field of commercial and corporate activities, this
standard will be used in this chapter. However, shortcomings and/or limitations of the economic
analysis will be mentioned where necessary.
III. Taxonomy and objectives of insolvency laws
As a starting point for comparative corporate insolvency law scholarship, it seems helpful to take
stock of existing corporate insolvency law systems in select jurisdictions, identify the objectives
these pursue and compare them. A particular issue in this context is whether there is a need for a
special insolvency regime for systemically important financial institutions. This issue has
assumed a significant importance in the regulatory aftermath of the most recent global financial
and economic crisis.
1. Taxonomy of insolvency laws: different systems
Corporate insolvency law systems in various jurisdictions differ formally especially in that some
jurisdictions have a multiplicity of proceedings that are regulated in different statutes or at least
different chapters in one statute, whereas others are less “rich” in the choices they offer for
corporate debtors that find themselves in or near financial distress.15 A broad distinction can be
drawn between proceedings that aim at a restructuring of corporate debtors and those that are
directed towards liquidation. In its simplest form, this distinction is reflected in two well-known
Chapters of the US Bankruptcy Code: Chapter 7 on liquidations and Chapter 11 on
reorganizations. Germany modelled its Insolvenzordnung (in force since 1999) against the
background of these two Chapters: the statute contains liquidations in its initial parts and a
Chapter 11-type debtor in possession restructuring proceeding in Parts 6 and 7.
With the increasing importance of corporate restructurings and the need for legal regimes
to facilitate these, especially pre-insolvency, some jurisdictions now offer not just one
restructuring regime but a multifaceted set of restructuring laws. This is true, for example, with
respect to England: the Insolvency Act 1986 contains the Winding Up procedure in Part IV, a
11
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liquidation proceeding, but also the Administration (Schedule B1) and the Company Voluntary
Arrangement [CVA] (Part I) which can be used as a restructuring framework. These are
complemented by the Scheme of Arrangement [SoA] (sections 895-901 of the Companies Act
2006), another restructuring tool that can be employed both before and after insolvency (Solvent
and Insolvent Schemes of Arrangement). The French insolvency landscape is even more diverse.
Book six of the Code de commerce contains different types of court-supervised proceedings
(Redressement judiciaire, Liquidation judiciaire), but also many different forms of restructuring
proceedings with minimal or no court intervention: Procédure de conciliation, Procédure de
sauvegarde16, Procédure de sauvegarde financière accélérée and Procédure de sauvegarde
accélérée.
A crucial distinguishing feature with respect to these various “modern” restructuring
proceedings is whether they offer tools to discipline hold-outs such as, for example, an automatic
stay and/or the possibility of majority voting with respect to a restructuring plan.17 Without these
devices, the proceeding is purely voluntary in the sense that creditors cannot be forced to
participate. This allows for strategic maneuvering and free riding. At the same time, introducing a
stay or majority voting comes at a cost: it increases court involvement and (public) visibility and,
as a consequence, direct and indirect bankruptcy costs.18 The English Scheme, for example, does
not impose a stay but allows majority voting, the French Procédure de sauvegarde and the
Procédure de sauvegarde accélérée impose a (universal) stay but do not allow all dissenting
creditors to be bound by a plan agreed by a majority of creditors, and the Procédure de
conciliation exhibits neither of these “collectivizing” devices.19
Whether or not liquidations and (various forms of) restructurings are or should be
regulated in different chapters of the same statute or in different statutes is more a formal than an
important substantive question. Putting them in the same statute might generate certain cost
advantages because an initial general chapter can be used to stipulate certain rules that apply to
all types of proceedings. On the other hand, clarity and marketability of the proceeding for
potential users might be said to argue in favor of a separate statute. Furthermore, including a
chapter on restructurings in legislation entitled “Insolvenzordnung” (Insolvency Code) – as in
Germany – might be said to be particularly bad in this respect, as “Insolvency Code” tends to be
associated with liquidations.
A more important substantive issue is whether firms worldwide have access to efficient
restructuring proceedings that can be initiated pre-insolvency. A lack of efficient local
proceedings is not so much a problem for multinational corporations as they are usually able to
forum shop for the best or most suitable restructuring regime. However, given the costs involved
with forum shopping, this is not a viable alternative especially for many SMEs. Hence, a case can
16
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be made for “minimum harmonization” with respect to jurisdictions’ provisions of pre-insolvency
restructuring regimes. Such harmonization efforts are currently being undertaken in the European
Union, for example (see in detail Section XI).
2. Bank insolvency and resolution
Before the most recent global financial and economic crisis, very few jurisdictions worldwide had
special bank insolvency and restructuring/resolution regimes in their statute books. It is true that
banks were mostly subject to distinctive supervisory regimes. But once it came to insolvency,
regular insolvency proceedings were applied, usually with certain exceptions – to account for the
banks’ unique corporate features – such as, for example, filing rights and pick of insolvency
administrators.
This all changed with the global financial and economic crisis, starting in the UK with the
bank run on Northern Rock (2007) and involving the bankruptcy of Lehman and a bailout of
American International Group (AIG) – both within a couple of days of each other in September
2008. The policy shift followed rapidly. The evidence supporting the shift was not very strong
though: if one compared the reaction of certain capital market indices to the Lehman Chapter 11
filing on the one hand and to the AIG bailout on the other hand, it appeared that it was not the
bankruptcy procedure itself that was the problem – the TED spread, for example, increased more
after the AIG bailout.20 Nevertheless and very soon, a worldwide near-consensus amongst policymakers and regulators emerged that the default of a, in particular, systemically important
financial institution demands a special regime that kicks in earlier, is more flexible and also much
speedier than an ordinary bankruptcy proceeding.21 Further, depositors should not have to fear
that their claims would be reduced in a bankruptcy proceeding. After the 2007 collapse of
Northern Rock, the UK was the first jurisdiction to enact a “modern” bank resolution and
recovery regime (Banking Act 2009).22 Other jurisdictions followed suit: the US with Title II of
the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (2010)23 and Germany with
the Kreditinstitute-Reorganisationsgesetz (2010).24
Experimenting with different types of bank resolution and recovery regimes might be
viewed as a potential regulatory option – let the market decide which rule systems work (best).
However, at least in the banking field, a consensus amongst policy-makers and regulators soon
again emerged that this was no real option and that, wherever feasible, harmonization along the
lines of best practice should be achieved. One can, of course, ask critical questions as to the
existence of a best practice in a regulatory field so new and untested as bank resolution and
recovery and point to the dangers of harmonizing along the lines of principles that are potentially

20

See Ayotte/Skeel, Bankruptcy or Bailouts?, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 490 et seq. (2010); Eidenmüller, Finanzkrise,
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1718 et seq.; Admati/Hellwig, The Bankers’ New Clothes (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2013),
pp. 35-38.
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24
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fundamentally flawed.25 Nevertheless the European Union (EU), for one, pushed forward and
enacted the “Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD)” in 2014.26 Member States only
had until 1 January 2015 to adjust their domestic regimes to the rules stipulated in the Directive.
Simply put, it provides for a unitary system of bank resolution and recovery throughout
the EU. The BRRD provides authorities with comprehensive and effective arrangements to deal
with failing banks at national level, as well as cooperation arrangements to tackle cross-border
banking failures. It sets out the rules for the resolution of banks and large investment firms in all
EU Member States. Banks will be required to prepare recovery plans to overcome financial
distress. Authorities are also granted a set of powers to intervene in the operations of banks to
avoid them failing. If they do face failure, authorities are equipped with comprehensive powers
and tools to restructure them, allocating losses to shareholders and creditors following a clearly
defined hierarchy. They have the power to implement plans to resolve failed banks in a way that
preserves their most critical functions and avoids taxpayers having to bail them out (bail-in vs.
bail-out). Precise arrangements are set out for how home and host authorities of banking groups
should cooperate in all stages of cross-border resolution, from resolution planning to resolution
itself, with a strong role for the European Banking Authority to coordinate and mediate in case of
disagreements. National resolution funds are also being established. In the case of Member States
within the Eurozone, these funds were replaced by the Single Resolution Fund as of 2016.
3. Economic vs. non-economic goals
What are the proper goals of a corporate insolvency procedure? The normative importance of the
answer to this question cannot be overestimated. It defines the architecture of an insolvency
proceeding and is also important with respect to most specific regulatory issues in corporate
insolvency law. As with many other areas of the law, an economic perspective on insolvency
laws has become very influential – both in the scholarly literature and in law-making. Hence, it is
indispensable to understand and study this perspective in order to be able to follow the conceptual
debates about most insolvency law issues. However, jurisdictions differ markedly regarding the
extent to which they design corporate insolvency law systems according to economic principles.
This difference is also reflected in another distinction, namely whether a country’s corporate
insolvency regime is more creditor or more debtor oriented.
a)

The economic perspective of insolvency laws

The economic perspective clearly distinguishes between an ex post and an ex ante view of
insolvency laws. The former view is the one usually adopted by lawyers and legal scholars. With
respect to corporate insolvency law, it focuses on the question of what to do with the assets of a
corporation and the corporation itself in a situation in which it finds itself in financial distress, i.e.
unable to pay all its debts as they fall due.27 The economic maxim to address this question is
25

Romano, For Diversity in the International Regulation of Financial Institutions: Rethinking the Basel Architecture,
2012, available at http://www3.nd.edu/~ndlaw/prog-law-economics/Romano.pdf.
26

Directive 2014/59/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 establishing a framework
for the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment firms and amending Council Directive
82/891/EEC, and Directives 2001/24/EC, 2002/47/EC, 2004/25/EC, 2005/56/EC, 2007/36/EC, 2011/35/EU,
2012/30/EU and 2013/36/EU, and Regulations (EU) No 1093/2010 and (EU) No 648/2012, of the European
Parliament and of the Council, OJ of the EU of 12 June 2014, L 173/190.
27

In insolvency law and scholarship, usually two different tests for financial distress are used: cash-flow insolvency
and balance sheet insolvency. According for the former (used in the text above), a firm is insolvent if it cannot fully
meet its financial obligations as they fall due. According to the latter, a firm is insolvent if its liabilities exceed its
assets, measured by the applicable accounting rules. On the opening of insolvency proceedings see in detail Section
IV infra.
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simple: maximize the net company value. The larger the pie, the more is available for distribution
to the company’s creditors. This goal (function) implies at least three important sub-goals: (i)
First, prevention of an asset race, i.e. a solution to the common pool problem.28 Creditors of a
financially distressed corporation find themselves in a multi-party prisoners’ dilemma.29 Each
creditor has a dominant strategy to seize assets as fast as possible – with potentially disastrous
consequences for the group. (ii) Second, restructuring of the firm only if the restructuring value
exceeds its liquidation value, i.e. if the firm is economically viable.30 On the basis of this test, the
great majority of insolvent corporations in legal practice should be liquidated because they suffer
from financial and economic failure.31 (iii) Third, minimization of the direct and indirect costs of
insolvency proceedings. Direct costs comprise the transactions costs triggered by the procedure
such as, for example, administrators’ or court fees. Indirect costs are economic losses caused by
the procedure such as, for example, the reputational damage to the firm associated with the mere
fact of an insolvency procedure. Indirect bankruptcy costs are usually much higher than direct
bankruptcy costs and tend to consume approximately 10-20 % of the remaining firm value.32
Given the creditors’ interest in as large a pie as possible in bankruptcy, minimizing direct and
indirect bankruptcy costs is an economic imperative.
Economic analysis complements the ex post view of insolvency laws with an ex ante
perspective. The message is as clear-cut and simple as the maxim from an ex post perspective. Ex
ante is about setting the appropriate, i.e. welfare-maximizing, incentives for shareholders and
managers of a corporation that might find itself in financial distress (with a non-trivial
probability). This goal (function) implies at least two important sub-goals: (i) First, agency costs
of debt must be reduced. As is well-known, shareholders of a near-insolvent corporation have an
incentive to undertake risky projects that might even have a negative net present value (“betting
the bank’s money”).33 Managers have similar incentives to the extent that they can be assumed to
act according to the shareholders’ preferences.34 Hence, in closed corporations, where
shareholders are usually able to directly control managers’ actions, the “risk shifting incentive” of
managers will be stronger than in public corporations where management enjoys more freedom in
business decisions. (ii) Second, restructuring efforts of a firm that faces serious business
28

Jackson, The Logic and Limits of Bankruptcy Law (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1986), pp. 7 et
seq.
29

Eidenmüller (supra note 3), pp. 19 et seq.
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To put it differently, if a firm is not only financially but also economically distressed, it should be liquidated. It
should also be liquidated if it is economically distressed but not financially distressed. This scenario would lead to a
liquidation outside bankruptcy/insolvency, however.
31

In Germany, for example, businesses are reorganized in an Insolvenzplanverfahren according to §§ 217 et seq. of
the German Insolvenzordnung in no more than 1% of all business insolvencies, see the analysis of Schultze & Braun
based on all business insolvencies from 1999-2011, available at
http://www.schubra.de/de/presseservice/pressemitteilungen/sb/InsolvenzplanIndex1999bis2011.pdf. Data from other
jurisdictions point in the same direction with respect to the ratio between reorganizations and liquidations. Clearly
these data are no more than a proxy for the statement in the text: businesses may be liquidated even though they
should have been reorganized or vice versa. But even if the former is more likely than the latter (which is unclear),
the ratio is not going to change much in absolute terms.
32

See White, The corporate bankruptcy decision, in: Bhandari/Weiss (eds.), Corporate Bankruptcy: Economic and
Legal Perspectives (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), pp. 207, 226 et seq. with further references. A
rough proxy for indirect bankruptcy costs with respect to listed firms is the loss in market capitalization triggered by
an insolvency filing.
33

Bachmann et al. (supra note 2), pp. 11 et seq.

34

Davies, Directors’ Creditor-Regarding Duties in Respect of Trading Decisions Taken in the Vicinity of Insolvency,
7 EBOR 301, 306-307 (2006); Eidenmüller, Trading in Times of Crisis: Formal Insolvency Proceedings, Workouts
and the Incentives for Shareholders/Managers, 7 EBOR 239, 243 (2006).
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problems should be initiated sooner rather than later. Experience teaches us that the timely
triggering of restructuring initiatives is a crucial success factor for these initiatives.35 Indeed, it is
never too early to think about the competitiveness of one’s business, and there is no clear-cut line
between keeping a business on a competitive track – by appropriate measures – and restructuring
it to avert a decline in financial and/or economic performance.
How do different jurisdictions’ insolvency laws worldwide fare against these criteria for
ex post and ex ante efficient insolvency regimes? There are no overall empirical analyses of the
relevant cost/benefit effects available, and the methodological hurdles for such studies do seem
insurmountable: recovery rates for creditors in bankruptcy tell only part of the story, 36 and how
would one even start to identify and measure accurately all relevant cost/benefit factors that go
into an overall calculus of the efficiency effects of a particular insolvency regime? What probably
can be said, though, is that the ex ante effects are more important than the ex post effects: the
former relate to all firms, whereas the latter are important only with a subset of firms, namely
those that find themselves in financial distress.37 To put it differently: maintaining the health of
all firms is more important than getting it right with respect to the subset of firms that find
themselves in the emergency room. Hence, the fixation of lawyers and legal scholars with ex post
efficiency is misplaced – at least from an economic standpoint.
b)

Diversity of bankruptcy philosophies

As already stated in the introduction to this section, jurisdictions worldwide differ markedly with
respect to the “bankruptcy philosophies” that they pursue.38 On the one hand, there are
jurisdictions that view insolvency law primarily or even exclusively as debt collection law, i.e. as
an instrument to best satisfy creditors’ interests when the debtor is in a situation of financial
distress. These jurisdictions tend to clearly prioritize economic efficiency vis-à-vis any other
potential goal to be pursued by insolvency laws. On the other hand, there are jurisdictions that
entertain a policy according to which insolvency law should serve not only creditors’ but also
other stakeholders’ interests, for examples those of the debtor, workers, and the (local)
community.39 Under this policy, environmental concerns are a legitimate factor in a corporate
insolvency as well as are, potentially, redistributive aims: insolvency is not just about enforcing
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pre-existing entitlements under conditions of scarcity; it is also about redefining entitlements and
shifting rents.40
The current German insolvency regime for corporate debtors clearly falls in the first
group, i.e. it is debt collection law and nothing else. § 1 of the Insolvenzordnung reads as follows:
“The insolvency proceedings shall serve the purpose of collective satisfaction of a debtor’s
creditors by liquidation of the debtor’s assets and by distribution of the proceeds, or by reaching
an arrangement in an insolvency plan, particularly in order to maintain the enterprise. Honest
debtors shall be given the opportunity to achieve discharge of residual debt.” The discharge
mentioned in the second sentence is irrelevant for corporate debtors: it applies only to natural
persons (see § 286 et seq. Insolvenzordnung). On the other end of the spectrum, we find the
current French insolvency laws. With respect to a Redressment judiciaire, the Code de commerce
sets outs the following objectives: “The purpose of the judicial restructuring is to allow the
continuation of the business’s operations, the maintenance of employment and the settlement of
its liabilities”. 41 Hence, considerations of maintaining employment (in the short run) or “local
business structures” may well trump economic logic. The “middle ground” so to speak, is firmly
occupied by the US and the English insolvency regimes. Traditionally, US Chapter 11 has a very
strong debtor orientation: despite some changes in more recent times,42 the fresh start philosophy
and giving the debtor a second chance is still characteristic of Chapter 11 proceedings. Of course,
discharge can be advocated both on economic and on redistributive grounds, and the US version
of discharge as a tool to promote entrepreneurship probably falls more in the first than in the
second category (whether it is successful in that regard is another matter43). English insolvency
law used to be and still is fairly creditor rights oriented. For example, the holder of a qualifying
floating charge may appoint an administrator or an administrative receiver under the Insolvency
Act 1986 without the need for an order of the court.44 However, as early as 1982, the “Cork
Report” (commissioned by a Labour government in 1977) had suggested that insolvency laws
should pursue a multiplicity of aims and that the effects of insolvency are not limited to the
private interests involved.45 This view was reflected in later reforms, especially in those
introduced by the Enterprise Act 2002. The Act made substantial amendments to the
administration procedure for failing companies. The purpose was to enhance the policy of
creating a “rescue culture”, so that insolvent companies should so far as possible be saved, before
their assets are stripped and distributed to creditors.46
Against the background of even this small sample of insolvency policy debates and
lawmaking in select countries, it clearly emerges how markedly jurisdictions worldwide differ
with respect to the “bankruptcy philosophies” that they pursue. The extent to which economic
reasoning should appropriately inspire corporate insolvency law reform certainly is one of the
features of this ongoing discussion. At the same time, the marked differences also indicate how
difficult harmonization efforts with respect to corporate insolvency lawmaking are and will be
(on this, see Section XI infra).
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c)

Creditor v. debtor orientation

The significant differences between various jurisdictions with respect to the degree to which their
insolvency systems attempt to achieve economic efficiency is also reflected in another
distinction, namely whether a country’s corporate insolvency regime is more creditor or more
debtor oriented. There are at least two reasons why one might want to undertake such a
categorization or classification: first, it serves a heuristic purpose in the sense of informing
scholars or policy makers of the principal direction of a jurisdiction’s bankruptcy philosophy;
second, it might be used as a basis for undertaking econometric analysis, for example with
respect to the level and/or structure of debt financing in a particular jurisdiction. One could
hypothesize, for example, that more creditor orientation will lead to more credit being extended
and at terms more favorable to the debtors – a hypothesis that has indeed been confirmed by
econometric studies.47
Various features of an insolvency regime can be singled out to signal more or less creditor
or debtor orientation: the appointment of a trustee to safeguard creditors’ interests vs. the “debtor
in possession” (DIP), the imposition of an automatic (and complete) stay with respect to
creditors’ enforcement actions (less creditor protection), or the so-called absolute priority rule,
i.e. the rule that lower ranking creditors or, more generally, claim-holders are allowed to receive
any value only if higher-ranking claim-holders have been paid in full (more creditor protection).
Other criteria that have been suggested are the existence of a set-off in insolvency, the protection
of security interests, the existence of the trust as a legal device, the marketability of contracts, and
the tracing of tainted money48 – every single one of these criteria is meant to indicate a stronger
creditor orientation. While most of these criteria make intuitive sense, others appear to be more
idiosyncratic such as the existence of the trust, which is unknown in civil law jurisdictions
without it being obvious that these jurisdictions therefore necessarily are less creditor-oriented.
Clearly for econometric studies such as those mentioned above, a less heterogeneous proxy needs
to be constructed, and in fact it was constructed (“creditor rights index”),49 without doing away
with the controversies about the appropriateness of the chosen index for its specific purpose.50
As with a categorization of jurisdictions as being more or less inclined to follow economic
logic in the design of their insolvency laws, one can also categorize jurisdictions as being more or
less creditor or debtor oriented (based on any of the metrics mentioned above). This would lead
to Germany and England being representative of a fairly strong creditor orientation policy,
whereas France counts as strongly debtor oriented, and the US being positioned somewhere in the
middle. The above-mentioned heuristic value of such a categorization or classification exists, but
it is limited.51 To begin with, it obviously makes a significant difference whether creditor
orientation is about the interests and rights of secured creditors or whether one is talking about
the interests and rights of unsecured creditors. Most metrics or schemes simply assume that, in
principle, secured credit should receive priority in insolvency – an assumption that is far from
uncontroversial (see Section VI infra). Moreover, a classification or categorization of an
insolvency regime as creditor or debtor oriented neglects the importance of ownership, debt and
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governance structures in a particular jurisdiction for the design of its insolvency laws.52 For
example, concentrated debt structures – as exist in jurisdictions where the majority of debt is held
by a few large commercial banks – facilitate workouts, i.e. out-of-court restructurings: the freerider problem associated with holdouts is less acute in such jurisdictions; negotiations amongst
creditors proceed with greater ease and efficiency compared to jurisdictions in which most
corporate debt is held by dispersed bondholders. Hence, in a jurisdiction with concentrated debt
structures, there is less need for a debtor-friendly reorganization procedure. By contrast,
fragmented and dispersed debt ownership calls for a statutory and debtor-friendly reorganization
procedure that supports ex post efficiency in the restructuring of a financially distressed corporate
debtor. To conclude, statements with respect to the creditor or debtor orientation of a particular
jurisdiction need to be put in context, i.e. adjusted for the ownership, debt and governance
structures in the respective jurisdiction.
IV. Opening of insolvency proceedings
When should statutory insolvency proceedings with respect to a corporate debtor be opened?
“The Initiation Problem in Bankruptcy”53 is certainly one of the most important insolvency policy
questions that every jurisdiction has to answer in one way or another. Based on economic
reasoning, the answer to this question seems straightforward: insolvency proceedings should be
opened in case of financial failure of a company. More formally, the test is V = max(Vgc, Vl) <
L, where V stands for the greater of the going concern value and the liquidation value of the
company and L for its liabilities. In essence this means that insolvency proceedings should be
initiated once whatever value is left in the firm is less than the firm’s liabilities to its creditors.
This does not mean that the firm should be shut down. The latter question, i.e. economic failure,
is defined by the following condition: Vgc < Vl. A firm should be shut down if its going concern
value is lower than its liquidation value.
In reality, it can be very difficult to determine whether V = max(Vgc, Vl) < L holds.
Whereas it usually will be relatively straightforward to determine L, both the liquidation value of
the firm (Vl) and especially its going concern value (Vgc) may be hard to estimate let alone to
quantify precisely. Hence, for practical purposes, a proxy for financial failure as defined above is
needed. Most jurisdictions worldwide use some form of liquidity test: a firm that is not able to
pay all its debts as they fall due must file for insolvency. Usually, illiquidity in this sense will
occur after a firm fails financially based on the V < L test. This is so because even firms whose
asset value is lower than its debts may still be able to obtain credit, given information
asymmetries, and hence be still liquid.
Initiating insolvency proceedings only once a firm fails financially (on either test) may be
too late for two reasons. First, it ignores the effect of backward induction and the incentives
thereby created for the firm’s creditors.54 If creditors anticipate that a firm will fail financially the
day after tomorrow, they all have an incentive to enforce their claims tomorrow, and they all
know this. If they all know that everybody will take enforcement action tomorrow, they all have
an incentive to do this already today, and that is what is going to happen. So backward induction
“backdates” the common pool problem. Second, creditors’ interests are already endangered
before financial failure of a corporation. Once the equity position of a corporation deteriorates,
shareholders and managers have an incentive to engage in risk shifting, i.e. in initiating risky
projects which might even have a negative net present value (see Section III 3 a supra). It is
52
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difficult to draw a precise lesson from these two complicating factors for the design of laws on
the initiation of corporate insolvency proceedings. The only thing that can be said with certainty
is that both backward induction by creditors and risk shifting by shareholders/managers may need
to be addressed by insolvency type rules that apply before a firm is technically financially
insolvent.
Different jurisdictions approach the “Initiation Problem” very differently. In the US, for
example, the regulatory strategy was, and still is, primarily based on rewarding
shareholders/managers for filing early. Central features of (the practice of) Chapter 11 such as,
for example, the “debtor in possession”, the “exclusivity period” for the debtor to propose a
reorganization plan, the automatic stay, and violations of the absolute priority rule55 are best
explained as carrots for the incumbent shareholders/managers to use the statutory reorganization
procedure as a tool to get a distressed company back on track. The English and the French
approaches differ significantly. Both jurisdictions rely on sticks more than carrots to secure a
timely filing. In England, section 214 of the Insolvency Act 1986 imposes unlimited personal
liability (“make such contribution (if any) to the company’s assets as the court thinks proper”) for
“wrongful trading” on a director of a company that went into insolvent liquidation, if he or she
“… knew or ought to have concluded that there was no reasonable prospect that the company
would avoid going into insolvent liquidation ...” and did not take “... every step with a view to
minimizing the potential loss to the company’s creditors ...”.56 This statutory liability is flanked
by a similar liability at common law.57 In addition, “misbehaving” directors face potentially stiff
sanctions under disqualification rules.58 The French liability regime is similar to the English one.
Art. L 651-2, sentence 1 of the Code de commerce (“action en comblement de l’insuffisance
d’actif”) reads as follows: “Where the judicial liquidation proceedings of a legal entity reveals an
excess of liabilities over assets, the court may, in instances where management fault has
contributed to the excess of liabilities over assets, decide that the debts of the legal entity will be
borne, in whole or in part, by all or some of the de jure or de facto managers, or by some of them
who have contributed to the management fault.”59
In Germany, neither effective sticks nor sufficiently attractive carrots are currently in
place to secure a timely filing. Managers face criminal and tort liability if they fail to file within
three weeks after cash flow or balance sheet insolvency of a corporation (§ 15a
Insolvenzordnung, § 823 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch). They are also liable vis-à-vis the corporation
for payments made after that point in time (§§ 64 GmbH-Gesetz, 92 para. 2 Aktiengesetz).
Hence, it is only upon acute financial distress of a corporation that managers are required to take
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action.60 In 2012, the German lawmaker tried to improve the situation by introducing a reformed
DIP procedure which provides the debtor with a “protective regime” of three months during
which creditors’ enforcement action is stayed and the debtor is able to conceptualize and propose
a reorganization plan (§§ 270, 270a, 270b, 270c Insolvenzordnung). However, unlike in the US,
the debtor may resort to this regime only after the firm is already balance sheet insolvent or there
is a serious threat (likelihood > 50%) of a cash flow insolvency within the foreseeable future, i.e.
the next months. This may be too late for the initiation of a successful restructuring operation.
The significant diversity of rules that seek to secure a timely initiation of insolvency
proceedings in Europe and beyond gives rise to the question of whether some form of
harmonization might be beneficial. The case for such harmonization rests on forum shopping by
firms in the vicinity of insolvency. Imagine an English company whose directors would face
liability under section 214 of the Insolvency Act 1986 were they to put the company in an
English insolvency proceeding. They decide to move the “Centre of Main Interests”61 (COMI) of
the company from England to Germany and file for insolvency in Germany. Moving a firm’s
COMI from one jurisdiction to another is costly, but it can be done (it is less costly within Europe
than, say, from England to the US).62 Under German insolvency laws, they are free from liability
as long as they stay within the three-week period mentioned above.63 Hence, they can escape
liability in England by shifting the firm’s COMI to Germany. Against this background, a uniform
European wrongful trading rule appears to be sensible, and it would also be within the
competence of the EU to enact it.64
V. Governance of insolvency proceedings
Once corporate insolvency proceedings are initiated, a governance mechanism must be put in
place – “insolvency governance” substitutes “corporate governance”. However, as already
mentioned in the introduction, the divide between these two spheres of law and academic
discipline is less pronounced once one conceives of insolvency law as “corporate governance
under financial distress”. To some extent, corporate law already caters for creditors. Just think
about the European rules on legal capital, i.e. the regime established by the second company law
directive on minimum capital (for certain corporations), capital maintenance and actions to be
60
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taken upon a serious loss of capital.65 Agency theory can be used to understand the regulatory
problems and develop potential policy responses both with respect to financially healthy and
financially distressed corporations. What is true, though, is that insolvency does not only
exacerbate existing agency conflicts. The conflicts of interests also change, and new actors and
interested parties enter the stage: in addition to the debtor (shareholders/managers) and its
creditors, insolvency courts – alongside general private law courts or specialized corporate courts
–, insolvency practitioners, and new institutions or agencies of the state/government – looking
into, for example, tax, welfare or environmental matters – become relevant actors, performing
specific roles.
Who sits “in the driver’s seat” in various jurisdictions? Again, jurisdictions worldwide
differ significantly in the governance mechanisms employed.66 Mirroring an earlier
categorization or classification of different jurisdictions being more or less creditor or debtor
oriented, creditors enjoy a very strong position both in England and in Germany. This holds true
for the various (insolvency) proceedings in England, especially for the CVA and the SoA that do
not involve an insolvency administrator/receiver, but also, albeit to a somewhat lesser degree, for
the German Insolvenzordnung under which the appointment of at least a supervisor is mandatory
if no insolvency administrator is installed. Such a supervisor functions as a controller for
significant transactions but also as a mediator between the interests of all other stakeholders. Both
in England and in Germany, the insolvency courts are of course in the picture, too. However, they
don’t actively “manage” the case but rather function as an arbiter that makes sure that
fundamental procedural rules and rights are observed.
By contrast in the US, the debtor typically sits “in the driver’s seat”. This was certainly
the case before the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 curbed
some of the debtor’s rights and privileges in Chapter 11,67 but it is still true today, albeit to a
somewhat lesser degree. In France, it is the bankruptcy courts that hold a strong governance
position. It was already mentioned that in a Redressement judiciaire, for example, the competent
court can always decide on the closure or sale of distressed business – regardless of the business’
economic viability (Section III 3 b supra).
As a matter of first principles, there is much to be said in favor of a strong governance
role of the firm’s creditors in an insolvency proceeding. As the new residual claimants to the
firm’s assets, their money is at stake, so they have appropriate incentives to take economically
rational decisions. However, not all creditors are alike of course. Fully secured creditors may
press for a premature liquidation even in cases where the company is not economically distressed,
i.e. its going concern value exceeds its liquidation value. Conversely, creditors who are
completely out of the money will push for a continuation of the business even where this would
be unjustified economically. Hence, designing an appropriate “creditor governance mechanism”
must make sure that creditors’ control and decision rights are channeled towards valuemaximizing decisions – by establishing appropriate procedural controls (by the competent
courts), for example.
Putting creditors in the driver’s seat does not imply that the debtor should be completely
disempowered. The debtor’s managers and, with respect to closed corporations, its shareholders
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will usually have a significant comparative informational advantage with respect to the debtor’s
economic and financial health. This can best be “exploited” for the timely initiation of insolvency
proceedings if the debtor’s managers and its shareholders are rewarded by retaining some control
over the firm’s management by a debtor in possession-like proceeding and possibly also can
expect to receive some equity value in the firm that is to be restructured. However, here again
biases need to be controlled: as with out-of-the-money creditors, shareholders have a strong
continuation bias even where a financially distressed firm should be liquidated because it suffers
from economic failure.
Do courts have the information, expertise and incentives to play an active governance role
that goes beyond arbitrating between competing stakeholders’ interests and making sure that
fundamental (procedural) rights are observed? Most scholars would probably doubt the courts’
competence to perform such a role on all three counts mentioned (information, expertise and
incentives) and hence be very critical of the very active, managerial role assumed by the French
courts in a Redressement judiciaire, for example. However, there is some evidence that courts
may do a better governance job that one could and would expect. In a study on Chapter 11
bankruptcies, it appeared that judges do not suffer from a continuation bias and that they are able
and competent to filter correctly economically distressed from healthy firms and to do so
quickly.68 One probably needs to distinguish between judges in various jurisdictions, their
training, expertise and also powers and “goal function” as established by the insolvency rules in
place.
An illustrative example of the governance problems raised in insolvency proceedings is
offered by going concern sales as a substitute for restructuring proceedings. Such going concern
sales seem to offer the possibility of preserving a viable business as a going concern while
avoiding the duration and costs involved with developing, negotiating and confirming a
restructuring plan. At the same time, markets for distressed firms often are thin – if they exist at
all –, and insiders have a strong interest to acquire whatever value is left in the firm at as low a
price as possible (see in detail Section VIII 5 a infra).
VI. Ranking of claims and position of secured creditors
One of the most important questions in the design of (corporate) insolvency procedures is the
ranking of claims in general and the position of secured creditors in particular.69 Jurisdictions
worldwide differ significantly in their approach to this question, not least because it is perceived
to involve highly “political” judgments, and the scholarly work, if it exists, does not provide clear
guidance. It is not surprising, then, that harmonization efforts in this area face significant
challenges.
1. Approaches of different jurisdictions
If one makes a very stylized distinction between different types of claims, one can differentiate
between administrative expenses (AE), secured creditors (SC) and unsecured creditors (UNSC).
The latter include tax claims, wages and pensions, and shareholder loans. Based on these three
categories, the ranking of different types of claims in England, the US, France and Germany is
remarkably different:70
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England

US

France

Germany

1 SC (fixed charges)

SC (but see § 364 BC for
post-commencement
financing)

Pref. UNSC
(certain taxes,
wages/benefits)

SC

2 AE

AE

AE

AE

3 Pref. UNSC (including
certain wages, unpaid
pension contributions)

Pref. UNSC (including certain
wages, unpaid pension
contributions, taxes)

SC

UNSC

4 Up to £ 600,000 for
General UNSC

General UNSC

General UNSC

5 SC (floating charges)
6 General UNSC
(including taxes)

The simplest ranking system appears to be the German one: secured creditors come first,
followed by administrative expenses and all unsecured creditors. The English system varies this
ordering in two important respects: first, floating charges have a lower ranking compared to fixed
charges; second, certain unsecured creditors, including wage claims and unpaid pension
contributions, receive a preferential treatment compared to general unsecured creditors. The
differentiation between various types of unsecured creditors is also reflected in the US and the
French system, with preferred unsecured creditors ranking highest in France – they top all other
types of claims, even secured creditors.
2. Secured creditors
The treatment of secured creditors in insolvency proceedings has a significant effect on lending
practice. One would assume that the higher the ranking of secured creditors in insolvency
proceedings is, the cheaper credit will be for debtors, and the higher debt levels/lending volume
will be in a particular jurisdiction. This is exactly what is confirmed by the available evidence:
Using a sample of small firms that defaulted on their bank debt in France, Germany, and the UK,
Davydenko and Franks found that large differences in creditors’ rights across countries lead
banks to adjust their lending and reorganization practices to mitigate costly aspects of bankruptcy
law. In particular, they found that French banks respond to a code that is “unfriendly” to secured
creditors by requiring more collateral than lenders elsewhere, and by relying on forms of
collateral that minimize the statutory dilution of their claims in bankruptcy.71
These effects say something about the empirical importance of how secured creditors in
particular are treated in insolvency proceedings. A very different matter is whether according
secured creditors full priority in insolvency proceedings is a defendable policy choice. This is a
normative question, and it is one of the most controversial ones in the scholarly and political
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debate about the design of (corporate) insolvency proceedings. LoPucki once put the problem
succinctly by stating that “Security is an agreement between A and B that C take nothing”.72 As
between A (creditor) and B (debtor), security clearly has efficiency benefits: it lowers A’s
monitoring, enforcement and risk costs, and it protects A against opportunistic business policies
that would require B to use the pledged collateral. However, these efficiency benefits come at a
cost to C if C cannot adjust to the transaction between A and B: the total asset pool available for
the other creditors shrinks, and correspondingly their expected recovery prospects are reduced as
well. C might not be able to adjust to the transaction between A and B either because C is an
involuntary creditor such as a tort creditor, because C finds it not worth the effort given the size
of his claim, or because he lacks the skill or bargaining power to push B to agree to a contractual
regime that would effectively protect his interest.73 Do the efficiency benefits of secured credit in
the relationship between A and B outweigh the costs imposed on C? This is an empirical
question, and some evidence suggests that in fact they do.74 Hence, according secured creditors
(full) priority in insolvency proceedings appears to be a defendable policy choice in principle. 75
Even if, in principle, secured creditors are given this priority position, the question arises
of whether certain limits may be justified vis-à-vis all other creditors and the debtor. It is easy to
see that the immediate realization of a secured claim upon the opening of an insolvency
proceeding may have detrimental effects on the going concern value of a distressed firm.
Consider, for example, a machine that is crucial for running a production process in a business. If
the financing bank were allowed to take it away and sell it on the market to realize its claim,
restructuring prospects for the firm would be greatly reduced or even eliminated. Hence,
imposing a stay on enforcement actions also with respect to secured creditors, as many
jurisdictions do,76 makes sense. However, jurisdictions differ in the protection granted to secured
creditors on whom such a stay is imposed. The US Supreme Court once held that § 362(d)(1) of
the Bankruptcy Code does not afford protection in the form of interest for the deferred realization
of the encumbered asset with respect to undersecured creditors.77 The converse holds true under §
169 of the German Insolvenzordnung.
2. Administrative expenses
The rationale for putting administrative expenses – such as court fees or fees for an insolvency
administrator – before general unsecured creditors is straightforward: as a collective proceeding
that aims to solve a multi-party prisoners’ dilemma, an insolvency proceeding is run for the
benefit of the unsecured creditors’ collective. A more difficult question is whether contributions
of the secured creditors to the administrative expenses are justified as well. A case can be made
for such contributions if it can be shown that secured creditors, too, benefit from a collective
proceeding or that certain costs can be attributed to them, for example costs of identifying
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collateral and realizing its value. § 171 of the German Insolvenzordnung, for example, forces
secured creditors to contribute as much as 4% of the collateral value as sorting costs, 5% as
realization costs and, if applicable, 19% VAT, i.e. a total of 28% of the collateral value. Based on
the above-stated considerations, this appears to be justifiable. Against this background, secured
creditors have an incentive to “oversecure” their claim, and German law allows them to do this
within certain limits.78
3. Unsecured creditors
No apparent efficiency rationale exists why certain UNSC, for example tax, wage and pension
claims, should be given priority over the claims of other, general UNSC. It is rather fairness or
distributional concerns that are instrumental in this regard, as with the wage or pension claims of
workers, or the clout that certain stakeholders have in the political process, as with claims of tax
authorities, i.e. the state.
An interesting and important case for the design of corporate insolvency laws in particular
is the ranking of shareholder loans vis-à-vis other unsecured creditors. Debt finance by
shareholders is an important source of financing for closed corporations or in group structures in
particular. It is driven primarily by tax considerations. Some jurisdictions subordinate shareholder
loans relative to the claims of other unsecured creditors. This is the case, for example, according
to § 39 para. 1 no. 5 of the German Insolvenzordnung. In the US, 11 U.S.C. § 510(c)(1) gives the
bankruptcy court discretion to subordinate claims (equitable subordination).79 By contrast,
English law treats claims arising from shareholder loans pari passu with other unsecured claims,
as does French law.80
It is relatively easy to come up with a justification for provisions that subject payments on
shareholder loans to the avoidance provisions of an insolvency code (within certain time limits):
shareholders are insiders, and they may enrich themselves to the detriment of other creditors by
such payments in the vicinity of insolvency.81 However, it is much more difficult to identify a
convincing rationale for subordination rules if no such payments have taken place. Clearly, a
subordination rule discourages debt financing by shareholders if the company is in financial
distress, and the shareholders may be the only available financing source in such a setting. As a
consequence, the prospects for a restructuring of the firm might be greatly reduced. On the other
hand, one can argue that distressed firms might (ab)use funds made available by shareholder
loans to “gamble for resurrection”, further diluting existing claims of outside creditors. This is a
serious concern. At the same time, it would appear that a liability rule for wrongful trading
addresses this concern more directly and efficiently than a rule that subordinates all shareholder
loans – whatever their purpose.The one remaining advantage of such a subordination rule might
then lie in the lower risk costs imposed on shareholders/managers compared to a liability regime:
the loss from the shareholders’ perspective is limited to the amount of the loan under a
subordination regime, whereas they face a potentially unlimited personal liability under a liability
regime.
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VII. Contracting for assets of the debtor
Given the statutory ranking of claims in an insolvency proceeding, creditors have an incentive to
try and contract for a better position than that accorded to them by the statutory ranking. In
principle, such contractual arrangements appear problematic as they are aimed at upsetting the
statutory order. At the same time, creditors can legitimately contract for security and, hence,
improve their ranking compared to having an unsecured position. So why not allow them to
modify their statutory ranking in other ways?
A good illustration of the problem is the so-called “flip clause” that was the subject of
litigation in the US and the UK in the aftermaths of the latest financial and economic crisis. The
issue arose in the context of the Lehman bankruptcy. In essence, the flip clause stipulates that
upon A’s bankruptcy, a charge held by A over certain of B’s assets would flip to certain of A’s
creditors. This results in these creditors gain an advantage over A’s other creditors: an asset that
would have been available to all of A’s creditors has now been carved out of the asset pool and is
available only to some of them.
In the US, 11 U.S.C. § 365(e)(1) stipulates that executory contracts may not be terminated
or modified as a result of a contractual provision which purports to permit such termination or
modification conditioned on the insolvency of the debtor. According to § 541(c)(1)(B), an
interest of the debtor in property becomes property of the estate notwithstanding any provision in
an agreement, transfer instrument, or applicable non-bankruptcy law that is conditioned on the
insolvency or financial condition of the debtor and that effects or gives an option to effect a
forfeiture, modification, or termination of the debtor’s interest in property. These provisions
invalidate so-called ipso facto clauses,82 and it has been held that the flip clause amounted to just
that.83 Further, the clause was judged to violate the automatic stay.84
The English courts came to a different conclusion. The litigation in the UK centered
around the common law “anti-deprivation principle”, which aims to prevent arrangements –
operating upon bankruptcy – which withdraw from the insolvent estate assets which would be
otherwise available to the debtor’s creditors.85 The rationale of the principle originally was to
prevent “false” ownership of assets and a deception of creditors.86 Later on, the policy of
preventing contracting out of bankruptcy became an issue as well, but there are other ways to
contract out of bankruptcy not affected by the principle such as, for example, creating a charge or
contractually subordinating a claim.87
In Belmont Park, the UK Supreme Court held that a good faith transaction without the
purpose of circumventing bankruptcy rules does not violate the anti-deprivation principle.88 So
the crucial test appears to be whether there is a “valid commercial reason” for the transaction or
whether the only (“real”) purpose is to circumvent bankruptcy rules.89 Such a valid commercial
reason was found to be present in Belmont Park and, accordingly, the transaction was upheld.
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However, distinguishing cases based on the (non-)existence of valid commercial reasons
for the transaction in question appears to obfuscate the real issue. If an insolvency system creates
a mandatory statutory order with respect to the ranking of claims, any private arrangement that
has the effect of upsetting or modifying the order must be judged to be impermissible. It simply
does not matter whether it is a good faith transaction that was undertaken (also) with other
(legitimate) motives in mind. The policy underlying the mandatory statutory ordering system
overrides any “legitimate” commercial goal that the parties to the transaction wish to pursue. The
only permissible contractual arrangement is for parties to agree to a priority position as defined
by the statute, for example by creating a security right.90
VIII. Rescue proceedings
A central feature of modern corporate insolvency systems are rescue proceedings. These are
proceedings that aim at restructuring the financially (and possibly also economically) distressed
firm and putting it back on track financially (and possibly also economically). Various types of
rescue proceedings exist in the US, England, France and Germany.
1. Types of proceedings
One way to classify or categorize these proceedings is to distinguish between “structured
bargaining” procedures that involve negotiations over a restructuring plan and procedures that do
not involve such negotiations.91 Another differentiating feature is whether the procedure allows
dissenting creditors to be bound by a restructuring plan or not. Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy
Code in the US, Company Voluntary Arrangements and Schemes of Arrangements under English
law, the French Procédure de sauvegarde, and the Insolvenzplanverfahren according to §§ 217 et
seq. of the German Insolvenzordnung are structured bargaining procedures, and they also allow
dissenting creditors to be bound. The French Redressement judiciaire allows dissenting creditors
to be bound (but is not a structured bargaining procedure), the French Procédure de conciliation is
a structured bargaining procedure (but does not allow dissenting creditors to be bound), and the
English Administration neither is a structured bargaining procedure nor does it allow dissenting
creditors to be bound (but it may be used as a restructuring tool).
Within the category of structured bargaining procedures, a further distinction can be
drawn between systems that provide for a segmentation of creditors into classes with each class
voting on the restructuring plan (followed by court approval) – this is the case, for example, with
respect to Chapter 11, the Scheme of Arrangement, and the Insolvenzplanverfahren – and
systems that do not provide for such a segmentation as, for example, the Company Voluntary
Arrangement. Conducting bargaining and voting within classes enhances the legitimacy of the
process as the likelihood of voting results which reflect the interests of similarly situated creditors
increases. At the same time, the process becomes more cumbersome, and therefore costly. If time
is of the essence, as it is with respect to the restructuring of financial institutions, for example,
one would rather not want to use a structured bargaining process with creditors voting in classes
(if one wanted to use an “ordinary” bankruptcy procedure at all).
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2. The position of shareholders
Structured bargaining procedures with voting by classes often provide that the incumbent
shareholders of the corporation form one or more of the various classes, i.e. they are “part of the
plan”, and their interests can be affected by it. This makes sense conceptually, as a corporation’s
shareholders, in a situation of financial distress, have the lowest ranking claim on the
corporation’s assets, i.e. they are “sub-subordinated”.92 This is how shareholders are treated, for
example, in a Chapter 11 process (11 U.S.C. § 1123(a)(1)) and in an Insolvenzplanverfahren
according to the German Insolvenzordnung (§§ 217, 225a) since 2002.93
Integrating the shareholders into the structured bargaining and voting process allows debt
to equity swaps to be part of a restructuring plan. Such swaps are an important element of
restructuring practice. They reduce debt levels and interest payments, improving the balance
sheet and liquidity position of a distressed firm. If they could not be implemented in a
restructuring plan against the will of the incumbent shareholders as well, these shareholders could
use their legal position to extract rents from the creditors – which is not justified. However, the
prospect of being “expropriated” in an insolvency procedure by virtue of a debt to equity swap
might lead the shareholders to delay the filing of an insolvency petition – which is not in the
interest of the creditors. On the other hand, debt to equity swaps are a tool that is usually
employed more with respect to large public corporations, and in these managers enjoy more
independence vis-à-vis the shareholders – also with respect to the filing decision – than in small
closed corporations.
3. Cram down power of courts
Structured bargaining procedures with class-wise voting differ with respect to the majority
requirements that must be met if the plan is to be approved by the competent court. In the US, for
example, a plan must, in principle, be accepted by each impaired class (11 U.S.C. § 1129(a)(8)).
However, the competent court may “cram down” the plan on a non-accepting class if the
members of this class do not fare worse than in a liquidation, and lower-ranking classes receive
nothing under the plan (“absolute priority rule”). A similar provision can be found in the
Insolvenzplanverfahren of the German Insolvenzordnung (§ 245).
One of the critical questions relating to this cram down power centers around a potential
equity stake in the reorganized enterprise for the incumbent shareholders. Sometimes it appears
commercially sensible to give them such a stake, for example in order to incentivize an early
filing or to make them contribute productively to the restructuring process. US courts, therefore,
have recognized a “new value” exception to the absolute priority rule. If the incumbent
shareholders contribute “money or money’s worth” to the restructured firm, they may retain an
equity stake.94 The German rule in § 245 of the Insolvenzordnung is stricter than its US
counterpart and does not allow for a similar exception.
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4. Financing rescue proceedings
Critically important for the success of a rescue proceeding is the issue of financing.95 The firm
entering an insolvency proceeding will usually be (extremely) cash short, making continuation
and restructuring of the enterprise a difficult task that requires “fresh money”. If no further
security is available for a potential lender, no loan might be forthcoming and restructuring may be
made impossible. Hence, many jurisdictions have provisions granting “superpriority” to
financiers of restructuring proceedings under certain circumstances. This is the case, for example,
with respect to a Chapter 11 proceeding. 11 U.S.C. § 364(d) permits the use of already
encumbered assets as security for new loans provided that adequate protection is given to existing
(secured) lenders. Super-priority loans are also possible in France96 (but not vis-à-vis employee
claims) but not in England97 and in Germany.98
It is clear that superpriority provisions not only facilitate the financing of rescue
proceedings. They also have a significant governance impact. The debtor in possession financier
usually will condition lending on being granted important “governance rights” – for example, via
loan covenants – on top of a superpriority before providing “fresh money”. Baird and Rasmussen
once put it succinctly as follows: “The board may be in the saddle, but the whip is in the
creditors’ hands.”99 The clout exercised by dominant lenders is potentially problematic for
various reasons: the managers negotiating the financing agreement on behalf of the firm may not
have the best incentives to do so if they (are forced to) leave the firm and a new crisis
management team comes in; firms might take too little risk in the restructuring process, and the
dominant lenders might divert value from outside creditors with less clout but who are still in the
money. The applicable insolvency regime needs to make sure that the benefits of superpriority
are not outweighed by these costs.
5. Reform proposals
Rescue proceedings for corporate debtors are a vibrant field for law reforms worldwide.
Jurisdictions experiment with new proceedings (such as, for example, France with the Procédure
de sauvegarde accélérée), or they try to improve on existing ones (such as, for example, the US
with reforms of Chapter 11100).101 Two “radical” proposals for corporate insolvency law reform
deserve to be singled out: going concern sales as a substitute for restructuring proceedings, and
“full” debt to equity swaps as a specific form of such proceedings.
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a)

Going concern sales

Restructuring proceedings are often lengthy and costly. This is especially so with respect to
structured bargaining procedures with class-based voting. Hence, instead of restructuring a firm
in the hands of an existing legal entity by creating a new financial structure, one can also try to
salvage its going concern value by selling all its assets to another legal entity (an investor). This
entity would implement the necessary reforms of the business, having paid a purchase price for
the assets out of which the firms’ creditors can be paid. In order to maximize the returns to the
creditors, an auction might be set up under which the investor who puts up the highest bid gets
the firms’ assets.
Such going concern sales were already suggested many decades ago as a viable alternative
to Chapter 11102, and they are used by many jurisdictions’ corporate insolvency regimes as one
form of restructuring of a distressed firm.103 At the same time, there are limits to this approach
which reconfirm the need for a statutory restructuring proceeding directed towards the legal
entity that faces financial distress. First, markets for firms do not always exist, and if they exist,
they may not be very competitive and/or informationally efficient. In crisis-ridden industries,
usually only a few potential buyers will be interested. These buyers will often be insiders
(managers, shareholders) or competitors of the distressed firms because these are, given their
industry knowledge and experience, best positioned to assess its economic prospects. At the same
time, they have a strong incentive to acquire the firm as cheaply as possible, possibly at a price
much lower than the value of the firm were it to be restructured in the hands of the existing legal
entity. Second, asset sales sometimes do not allow the transfer of “dedicated assets” which make
up a significant part of the firm’s value. Such dedicated assets can come in the form of IP rights,
(public) permits, or leases at favorable conditions – to give just three examples. Again, to capture
the full going concern value, the firm should be restructured in the hands of the existing legal
entity in such circumstances.104
If a jurisdiction permits or even promotes going concern sales in insolvency proceedings,
it must address the intricate governance problems raised thereby. The most fundamental of these
problems is the pricing issue. More specifically, precautions must be taken to avoid sales to
insiders at fire sale prices. Jurisdictions differ significantly in their approach to this problem.
Under the German Insolvenzordnung, for example, creditors are involved in the sale decision (§§
160 et seq. Insolvenzordnung). A sale to insiders requires the assent (by majority decision) of the
whole creditors’ assembly (§ 162 Insolvenzordnung). By contrast, in England and Wales,
administrators have the power to carry out a pre-packaged sale without the prior approval of the
creditors or the permission of the court under certain conditions, including extensive disclosure
obligations (Statements of Insolvency Practice [SIP] 16). In addition, section 129 of the Small
Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 provides the UK Government with a power to
enact legislation restricting, or imposing conditions on, administrators’ powers to sell or
otherwise dispose of assets to ‘connected persons’ (such as directors of the company) in the event
that the insolvency industry fails to comply with SIP 16. By comparison, the German approach
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places greater emphasis on ex ante controls and safeguards, and the UK approach on procedural
efficiency.105 Alternatively, or in addition to these measures, one could contemplate a fault-based
liability of administrators who fail to effect a sail that is in the interest of all creditors. Data on
recovery rates for creditors that could help assess the merits of the respective regulatory
approaches are missing.
b)

Full debt to equity swaps

It has already been mentioned that debt to equity swaps are an important element of modern
restructuring practice (see Section VIII 2 supra). The good thing about such swaps is that they
put creditors in a position in which they then all have the “correct” economic incentive to
implement whatever measures maximize firm value. As creditors, they do not always have this
incentive: fully secured creditors may push to liquidate the firm even if restructuring would be
value-maximizing, and creditors who are out of the money will push towards a restructuring even
if the firm is economically distressed and should be liquidated. It is hard to design rules on class
formation and voting that make sure that such “skewed” incentives are not decisive for the
outcome of the process.
As early 1988, Lucian Bebchuk suggested a radically different reorganization procedure
based on a “full debt to equity swap” that would “solve” this problem and also be in line with the
absolute priority rule.106 Assume that a firm has two creditors with a claim of US-$ 1m each: a
fully secured creditor (SC) and an unsecured creditor (UNSC). The firm has one (sole)
shareholder (SH). Under Bebchuk’s scheme, SC would become the sole shareholder. UNSC
would get an option to acquire SC’s shares at an exercise price of US-$ 1m. SH would get an
option to acquire UNSC’s option and SC’s shares at an exercise price of US-$ 2m. This scheme
preserves absolute priority. Each stakeholder would get exactly what she can claim under the
absolute priority rule. Whoever ends up as the sole shareholder of the firm will implement the
restructuring plan that maximizes firm value.
Bebchuk’s scheme is elegant and in line with fundamental principles of corporate
insolvency law. At the same time, to date it has not been implemented in the real world of
restructuring. The simple reason is probably that policymakers worldwide stay clear from all
proposals that force all creditors to exchange their debt against an equity position. In many
jurisdictions, such an involuntary swap would violate fundamental constitutional guarantees. In
others, political lobbying by banks in particular prevents legislatures from moving to implement
Bebchuk’s scheme. If it were implemented, creditors would need to expect to find themselves in
the position of a shareholder of a distressed firm whenever they extend credit to a firm with a
non-trivial prospect of insolvency. This would potentially have a serious impact on their business
model, and many creditors are not comfortable with that prospect. That said, though, Bebchuck’s
model is useful for restructuring practice because it highlights important features (and benefits) of
debt for equity swaps.
IX. Contractual resolution of financial distress
Statutory insolvency proceedings are associated with significant direct and indirect bankruptcy
costs (see Section III 3 a supra). Hence, stakeholders of a financially distressed firm have a
strong incentive to avoid these costs and attempt a private resolution of financial distress: the
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“privatization of bankruptcy” promises flexible, tailor-made and fast solutions that come with
significantly reduced bankruptcy costs.107 Two forms of such a privatization must be
distinguished: ex ante contracting about bankruptcy, and an ex post renegotiation of the firm’s
debt structure (“workouts”).
1. Ex ante contracting about bankruptcy
There would be no need for a statutory bankruptcy procedure if all of the firm’s creditors and the
firm were able to contractually agree ex ante on the procedure that would be applicable if the firm
entered a – contractually specified – condition of financial distress. In reality, this is not feasible
as some creditors, for example those who have a claim based on tort, do not have a contractual
relationship with the firm at all. Nevertheless, scholars have designed schemes that would give
contracts with individual lenders an erga omnes effect vis-à-vis the whole creditor community.108
Instead of a full-blown statutory insolvency procedure, the statutory rules would then operate as a
backup to legitimize certain private schemes under specified conditions.
Another, probably more realistic form of ex ante contracting about bankruptcy would be
to allow firms to choose the applicable bankruptcy regime in their charter.109 This could be done
by either allowing firms to choose the bankruptcy forum – with the applicable bankruptcy law
being that of the forum –, or by giving firms the option to directly pick a particular bankruptcy
regime out of a “menu” of different regimes provided for by the competent lawmaker. The former
regime would be easier to implement – no need to agree (as between states) on the “menu” –, and
it also has the advantage that it directly incentivizes states to improve their domestic bankruptcy
procedures and make them more competitive. Moreover, in contrast to ex post forum shopping by
COMI manipulations in times of crisis, picking the forum ex ante in the corporate charter makes
the choice visible to all creditors, allowing them to adjust. A critical issue with respect to this
form of contracting for bankruptcy is charter amendments. These would need to be subject to a
super-majority requirement. To further reduce the danger of opportunistic maneuvers on the eve
of bankruptcy, a “waiting period” of a couple of months before the amendment takes effect
probably also makes sense.
2. Ex post renegotiation of debt structure
Ex ante contracting for bankruptcy regimes is still very much a scholarly enterprise, not a real-life
phenomenon. By contrast, ex post renegotiation of the debt structure of a firm that finds itself in
financial distress is an important fact of restructuring practice worldwide.110 Such “workouts”
face many challenges, of which the free rider (or hold-out) problem probably is the most
important one: all creditors have a common interest in a success of the restructuring process, but
each individual creditor of course wants to maximize her economic benefit, i.e. reduce her
contribution to the common good. This strategic incentive problem of a multi-party prisoners’
dilemma is “solved” by statutory insolvency procedures that impose a stay on creditors’
enforcement actions. Out of court, no such general statutory regime exists. No legal duty forces
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creditors and/or shareholders to cooperate in a workout.111 Hence, workout negotiations are
destabilized by the free rider problem.
Creditors can address this issue by putting “majority voting clauses” in common debt
instruments such as syndicated loans or bond indentures. Such clauses allow a majority of the
creditors – based on voting rights – to agree on debt reductions even if a minority objects. Some
jurisdictions are more accommodating of these clauses than others. For example, US law does not
allow a reduction of the principal claim by majority decision in a bond indenture (15 U.S.C. §
77ppp), 112 but § 5 of the German Schuldverschreibungsgesetz (2009) does.
In any event, such clauses are helpful only with strategic/opportunistic actions of certain
creditors that are part of a specific debt instrument. They do not address the free rider problem as
between the creditor community as a whole, i.e. regarding creditors of different debt instruments.
Various attempts have been made to ameliorate this problem by “soft law” tools. One of these is
the so-called London Approach to out-of-court restructurings, which achieved a certain
prominence with respect to the restructuring of City firms in the 1980s and 1990s.113 Another soft
regulatory instrument is the INSOL Principles for a global approach to multi-creditor workouts
(2000).114
These instruments are helpful especially in settings with a relatively homogenous and
stable creditor community such as, for example, in cases where a firm is financed primarily by
bank debt. However, debt structures worldwide have changed significantly compared to what
they looked like in the City of London two or three decades ago. Bond financing has become
much more widespread, also with respect to smaller firms. Debt is traded on secondary markets,
and new activist investors have entered the scene, especially hedge funds and private equity
funds. Credit default swaps (CDS) are available to protect against insolvency risks, changing the
incentives of insured creditors or other holders of these instruments. Hence, firms today face
workout scenarios where the creditors are extremely heterogeneous and deeply fragmented, have
very different interest (effects of CDS, hedge funds as active investors [“loan to own”], etc.), and
the composition of the creditors is permanently changing (due to debt trading). Workouts have
become more difficult than a couple of decades ago.115
If a workout fails because of strategic maneuvers of hold-outs, one way to save at least
some of the benefits of an out-of-court restructuring is a “slim statutory reorganization”
procedure that is initiated only to get a restructuring plan passed by a majority vote. These types
of procedures are often termed “pre-packaged bankruptcies” because most of the issues except
the acceptance of the pre-negotiated plan have already been resolved before the bankruptcy
petition is filed.116 The technique of pre-packaged bankruptcies is most advanced in the US where
the vote on the plan can also be taken out-of-court – only plan confirmation requires initiation of
a bankruptcy procedure and court approval (“pre-voted pre-packaged bankruptcy”).117 If this is
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not feasible, the drafted and pre-negotiated plan will be subject to a vote after the bankruptcy
petition has been filed (“post-voted pre-packaged bankruptcy”).118 If a full-blown “pre-packaged
bankruptcy” is not feasible, the Chapter 11 process can at least be streamlined by so-called
restructuring support agreements. These are usually concluded between the debtor and other key
players, often senior secured lenders.119
X. Reasons for the jurisdictional divergences
Insolvency laws worldwide differ significantly – as should be apparent by now. This is true both
with respect to corporate and individual insolvencies. Crucial issues of corporate insolvency law
such as, for example, the opening and governance of insolvency proceedings, the ranking of
claims, the position of secured creditors and the type and structure of rescue proceedings are
regulated very differently in the jurisdictions that are the focus of this chapter (US, England,
France and Germany). What are the reasons for these jurisdictional divergences? Answering this
question can inform projects that aim at harmonizing (corporate) insolvency laws (see Section XI
infra). If, for example, competitive pressures (regulatory competition) gradually push
jurisdictions to adopt particular “solutions” to corporate insolvency law problems, harmonization
might not be necessary. And if certain divergences are rooted in different regulatory philosophies
or even in differences between the “deep normative structures” of particular societies, then
harmonization might be positively harmful – at least from the perspective of those jurisdictions
whose regimes are replaced by harmonization.
The reasons for jurisdictional divergences with respect to important corporate insolvency
law issues have yet to be studied (empirically) in detail. It is probably true that competitive
pressures are influencing corporate insolvency lawmaking, but their intensity is far from clear.
The latest major reform of the German Insolvenzordnung was explicitly motivated, for example,
by the fact that some German firms “forum shopped” to England, seeking access to a more
attractive restructuring regime than that in place in Germany before the reform.120 At the same
time, it would be a gross overstatement to say that market pressures (in Europe) are so strong that
we can identify a clear trend towards certain uniform procedures.
Forces that hinder further convergence are, for example, strong lobbying by wellorganized stakeholder groups, different regulatory or insolvency philosophies and “functional”
reasons such as differences in financing structures. There are probably many other causes
influencing the degree of jurisdictional divergences, and their explanatory force will always be a
function of the specific regulatory problem and jurisdiction(s) studied. Insolvency administrators,
for example, are a very powerful lobby group in a country like Germany that, for a long time, did
not recognize debtor in possession-like proceedings. Hence, it does not come as a surprise that it
took Germany so long to introduce such proceedings and that, in practice, they are still a very
rare phenomenon. By contrast, the fresh start philosophy is characteristic for insolvency policy
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and practice in the US (see Section III 3 b supra). It would require a paradigm shift to move to a
regime that starts from the premise that, in the great majority of cases, insolvency is not an
“accident” but the consequence of negligent if not fraudulent management actions. Finally,
concentrated debt structures reduce the need for a debtor-friendly restructuring procedure, as has
already been pointed out (see Section III 3 c supra). Whether this really explains the existence of
such procedures in jurisdictions with fragmented and dispersed debt ownership is another
question.
If anything, the absence of empirical evidence for dysfunctional regulatory diversity
cautions against too much zeal in pursuing harmonization projects in the field of corporate
insolvency law. Regulatory competition with respect to corporate insolvency law systems has
certain benefits of its own, and what appears “dysfunctional” may be an expression of completely
different (but legitimate) insolvency philosophies, as will be seen in the concluding section of this
chapter.
XI. Outlook: harmonization of insolvency laws
The great diversity of (corporate) insolvency systems worldwide has benefits: it creates an
“international laboratory” for better solutions, spurring regulatory competition between states for
the best “insolvency product”. At the same time, last-minute forum shopping by firms – possibly
initiated by dominant lenders – can create problems, especially for outside creditors whose
interests might be compromised by the move.121 Further, not all firms have the knowledge and
money to engage in sophisticated regulatory arbitrage and, as a consequence, might not have
access to an efficient domestic insolvency or restructuring regime. Hence, a case can be made for
harmonization of insolvency laws, at least in the form of “minimum harmonization” that allows
states to go beyond the required minimum.
Even then, however, harmonizing substantive insolvency laws will always be an
exceedingly difficult enterprise, given the heterogeneity of bankruptcy philosophies (objectives
of insolvency laws, governance of proceedings, ranking of claims, etc.) and the legitimate
resistance of states to harmonization if it is felt to directly or indirectly impact negatively on their
respective autonomous regulatory policy. It is not surprising, therefore, that “early”
harmonization efforts focused rather on jurisdictional and private international law rules and not
on issues of substantive law as a first step. The guiding philosophy with respect to these projects
was and is that, as a start, predictable and stable jurisdictional rules should be established and
cases should be decided on the basis of the same or at least similar rules, regardless of the forum
in which the insolvency procedure takes place. In Europe, the outcome of these efforts was the
European Insolvency Regulation of 2002 which was recast in 2015.122 The UNCITRAL Model
Law on Cross-Border Insolvency (1997) attempted to provide a blue-print for states to harmonize
their cross-border insolvency regimes on a global scale.123
More recently, efforts to also harmonize substantive insolvency laws have gained greater
momentum. Early on, it was again UNCITRAL that moved first with the “Legislative Guide on
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Insolvency Law” (2004)124 and its special provisions on “Group Insolvencies” (2010).125
However, these are, like the 1997 Model Law, not binding legal instruments but merely blueprints for states who wish to reform their domestic regimes based on what might be considered
international best practice. The European Union, as with the European Insolvency Regulation,
plans to move one step further: in 2014, the European Commission issued a “Recommendation
on a New Approach to Business Failure and Insolvency”126, and it plans to propose a binding
legal instrument (a directive) as part of its plan to complete the capital markets union in
2016/2017.127 The driving force behind this initiative is the idea of giving firms in all Member
States of the EU access to efficient pre-insolvency restructuring proceedings.128 By and large, the
substantive insolvency regimes of the Member States would be left intact, potentially reducing
the political resistance that is to be expected. However, important elements of the proposed
restructuring regime are subject to criticisms.129 Further, there would be a stifling effect on
regulatory competition between the Member States and on the benefits that could bring
(“laboratory for the best solutions”), depending on the precise degree of harmonization.
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